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Abstract—Occupancy grid maps provide a reliable vehicle
environmental model and usually process data from range finding
sensors. Object grid maps additionally contain information about
the classes of objects, which is crucial for applications like
autonomous driving. Unfortunately, they lack the precision of
occupancy grid maps, since they mostly process classification
results from camera data by projecting the corresponding images
onto the ground plane. This paper proposes a modular framework
to create precise object grid maps. The presented algorithm
creates classical occupancy grid maps and object grid maps.
In a combination step, it transforms both maps into the same
frame of discernment based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of
evidence. This allows fusing the maps to one object grid map,
which contains valuable object information and at the same time
benefits from the precision of the occupancy grid map.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced driver assistance systems require robust environ-
mental perception and modelling. Many vehicular perception
systems are based on grid maps [1], [2], [3]. The grid mapping
approach separates the surrounding area into single cells and
estimates the state of each cell individually based on sensor
data information. One of the most common types of grid maps
are occupancy grids, where the state of a grid cell is repre-
sented by its occupancy probability [4], [5]. Suitable sensors
for creating occupancy grids are active range finding sensors
like laser or radar sensors. However, for many applications
not only the occupancy state of a grid cell is of interest, but
also the class of the corresponding area, for instance vehicle,
road, or static environment. This kind of grid maps will be
referred to as object grid maps. In contrast to occupancy grid
maps, object grid maps allow extensive interpretation of the
environment. Examples are detection of the drivable path on
the road or separation of potentially moving and stationary
objects. Both are important for applications like autonomous
driving.

Object classification purely based on range sensor data is
difficult, high resolution video cameras are more appealing
for this task. Even though monocular video cameras do not
provide three-dimensional data, video images can be projected
onto the ground plane based on a flat world assumption.
This process is called inverse perspective mapping (IPM) [6].
A common approach is to classify objects in video images
and to estimate their position on the ground plane utilizing
IPM. Objects of interest can be vehicles [7] or lane markings
[8], for instance. This allows grid cells to hold information
about the object class of its corresponding area. Unfortunately,

the flat world assumption is a poor approximation in many
situations, leading to severe spatial uncertainty. Hence, it is
possible to create object grid maps with monocular cameras
based on IPM, but spatial uncertainties make the processing
of these grid maps difficult. Another sensor that provides both
distance information and high resolution video images is a
stereo camera. Due to the additional distance information, it
is a common approach to create occupancy grids [1], [9], [10]
or object grid maps [11], [12] based on stereo cameras. A
further extension to regular two-dimensional grid maps is the
stixel representation [12] that additionally provides the height
of objects.

A disadvantage of stereo cameras is their strongly limited
field of view, caused by the difficulty to rectify wide angle
cameras. Hence, this paper proposes to create object grid
maps by fusing precise distance information obtained by
laser range sensors and video data provided by monocular
cameras. Both sensors are available as wide-angle sensors
and deliver profoundly different information. Therefore, they
qualify as sensors for complementary data fusion [13] in a
broad detection range.

The presented approach uses a scene labeling algorithm
[14] to provide object class information in video images. It
combines the spatially uncertain object information with laser
range measurements in an object grip map. In contrast to other
approaches [15], the presented method does not project laser
beams into the camera image, but directly transfers object and
distance information into the grid map independently of each
other. The grid map combines information from both sensors.
The underlying mathematical framework is the Dempster-
Shafer theory of evidence [16].

Contributions of this Paper

Section II shortly summarizes important basics of the
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence and classical approaches
to occupancy grid maps. It also outlines the creation of grid
maps using scene labeling algorithms on video data and IPM.

Section III presents a novel fusion architecture for com-
bining laser range measurements and object information from
video images in an object grid map. It proposes a method
to estimate the relative pitch angle between the vehicle and
the road based on laser measurements. It further presents
an approach to estimate the spatial uncertainty of objects
projected from the camera image onto the ground plane caused



by the flat world assumption and the uncertainty of the esti-
mated relative pitch angle. The section additionally proposes a
method to avoid violations of the flat world assumption caused
by objects. Furthermore, it provides a framework to combine
information from both sensors in an object grid map based
on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Finally, it brings
forward a fast implementation for online purposes providing
suitable approximations.

Section IV provides an evaluation of the presented ap-
proach based on real world data, and Section V concludes
the paper and gives an outlook.

II. GRID MAPPING OF LASER AND VIDEO DATA

A. Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence

This section succinctly summarizes parts of the Dempster-
Shafer theory of evidence (DST) [16]. For more details, see
[17] and [18].

A set of elementary hypotheses

Ω = {ai}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (1)

is referred to as the frame of discernment Ω. Elementary
hypotheses cover the complete event space and are disjoint.
A basic belief assignment (BBA) m with

m(∅) = 0, (2)∑
A⊆Ω

m(A) = 1 (3)

maps the power set 2Ω to the closed interval [0, 1]. The mass
m(A) is a measure of certainty for the proposition A. Note
that a proposition can contain several elementary hypotheses.

The Dempster-Shafer rule of combination combines two
different BBAs m1 and m2:

m1⊕2(A) = m1(A)⊕m2(A)

=

∑
X∩Y=A

m1(X)m2(Y )

1−
∑

X∩Y=∅
m1(X)m2(Y )

for all A ∈ 2Ω.
(4)

The neutral element with respect to (4) is m(Ω) = 1.

One possibility to transfer a BBA into a probability func-
tion is the pignistic transformation [18]:

Pm(A) =
∑
B⊆Ω

|A ∩B|
|B|

m(B). (5)

B. Grid Mapping Basics

A grid map divides the environment into single grid cells.
These grid cells hold information about the area they represent.
A general approach is to estimate the state of each grid cell
independently for computational reasons [5]. In the following,
only two-dimensional grid maps will be considered that align
to a stationary coordinate system. A generic grid mapping
approach incorporates a sensor measurement from a point in
time t into the grid map in three steps:

a) Position estimation: Since the grid map relates to a
static coordinate system, the relative position of the vehicle
and its sensors in the grid map at the point in time t has to
be estimated. Common methods are dead reckoning based on
turn rate and velocity measurements or absolute positioning
based on highly precise differential GPS measurements.

b) Inverse Sensor Modelling: For each grid cell c inside
the field of view of the sensor, the state of the cell is estimated
depending on the sensor measurement Z. The measurement
can be a camera image or a laser point reflection, for instance.
The function that calculates the cell state m(c, Z) of a cell
given a sensor measurement Z is called inverse sensor model.

c) Combination: If several measurements provide esti-
mations of the state of a cell, these state estimations must be
combined applying a combination rule. Common approaches
are Bayesian inference [4] or the Dempster-Shafer rule of com-
bination (4) [19]. Grid maps that represent static environments
combine cell states even if they origin from measurements
of different points in time. Grid maps representing dynamic
environments detect moving obstacles [20] or remember only
the most recent measurements.

C. Occupancy Grid Mapping of Laser Range Data

Occupancy grid maps utilizing the Dempster-Shafer the-
ory of evidence commonly define the frame of discernment
ΩOcc = {O,F}, consisting of the propositions O (the cell is
occupied) and F (the cell is free). The state m(c) of a cell
c is thereby represented by a basic belief assignment (BBA)
mOcc : 2ΩOcc → [0, 1]. A grid cell without any information
holds the values m(O) = m(F ) = 0.

The inverse sensor model of a single laser reflection point
assigns an individual occupancy measurement BBA mo to each
cell in a certain area around the reflection. Since a reflection is
evidence for an object, it follows mo(O) ∈ [0, 1), depending
on the distance between the cell and the laser reflection and
mo(F ) = 0. Furthermore, the inverse sensor model assigns
a free space measurement BBA mf to cells that are located
between the sensor and the sensor reflection. Consequently,
mo(O) ∈ [0, 1) and mo(F ) = 0.

If a number of n laser reflection points of the same time
stamp t affect one grid cell c, the grid mapping algorithm
calculates the resulting BBA mOcc by combining all corres-
ponding measurement BBAs with the Dempster-Shafer rule of
combination (4):

mOcc = m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ · · · ⊕mn. (6)

In this work, measurements originating from different points
in time t will not be combined. This means the BBA mOcc
of a cell is only valid for a certain point in time t. The
pignistic transformation transfers the BBA of a cell to an
occupancy probability for visualization purposes. An example
of an occupancy grid map is presented in Fig. 1. More details
on occupancy grid maps applying the Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence can be found in [21].

D. Grid Mapping of Video Data Utilizing IPM

The IPM approach projects a video image onto the ground
plane using the flat world assumption, as proposed by Bertozzi



Fig. 1. Occupancy grid created by pignistic transformation. The black color
of each cell increases with its occupancy probability.

and Broggi [11]. However, inverse sensor models of video grid
mapping approaches often project each grid cell in the field
of view into the video image [8]. This will be referred to as
Perspective Mapping F . It transforms a homogeneous position
in vehicle coordinates pVC = [x y z 1]T into a position in pixel
coordinates pPC = [u v]T , where u is the row and v is the
column in the image matrix. The transformation can be written
as:

pPC = F(pVC) = Γ
(

PCu

CC K · CC
VCK · pVC

)
, (7)

where the transformation matrix CC
VCK transforms a position in

vehicle coordinates pVC into a position in camera coordinates
pCC, which are aligned to the camera sensor. The transforma-
tion matrix PCu

CC K transforms a position in camera coordinates
into undistorted pixel coordinates pPCu

in the video image
according to the pinhole camera model. Finally, the non-
linear function Γ transforms a position in undistorted pixel
coordinates pPCu

into a position in distorted pixel coordinates
pPC in the video image. An extrinsic camera calibration pro-
cess provides CC

VCK and an intrinsic camera calibration process
provides PCu

CC K and Γ [6].

The grid mapping algorithm transforms each grid cell in

Fig. 2. Result of the scene labeling algorithm applied to a high resolution
camera image, where the estimated class each pixel belongs to is color-coded:
The target classes vehicle, road and static background are tinted with red,
green and blue, respectively.

Fig. 3. Result of perspective mapping applied to evidence maps for the scene
depicted in Fig. 2.

the field of view from vehicle coordinates into the distorted
camera image utilizing the transformation F . Since the grid
map is two-dimensional in this work, all grid cells possess the
height above ground z = 0, given that the vehicle coordinate
system is level with the ground plane. In a next step, the
algorithm transfers object information from the video image
into the corresponding grid cell. As with the laser measure-
ments, information from a video image will not be combined
with video images from other time stamps. Therefore, object
information in the grid map is valid only for a certain time
stamp.

E. Scene Labeling in Video Images

In this work, high resolution video images are used to
estimate class memberships for all the objects in the scenery in
front of the vehicle. In doing so, an artificial neural network



is applied in a convolutional manner to the image pyramid
yielded from subsampling the input images [14]. In the out-
come of this scene labeling approach, each pixel in the input
image is assigned an a-posteriori probability of the object class
it belongs to [22], resulting in a probability map for the entire
input image. The neural network was here trained on manually
labeled sequences with the backpropagation algorithm [22] to
distinguish between the three target classes vehicle (V ), road
(R) and static background (B). The classification algorithm
can be implemented efficiently on GPUs exploiting massive
parallelization, allowing for an evaluation with 15 Hz on
camera images with 696×520 pixels. Here, the original camera
resolution was halved in either dimension to facilitate real-time
image processing. The probability map holds probabilities p
for each object class and can be transformed into an evidence
map with BBAs mObj : 2ΩObj → [0, 1] by

ΩObj = {R, V,B}, (8)
mObj(R) = αp(R), (9)
mObj(V ) = αp(V ), (10)
mObj(B) = αp(B), (11)

mObj(ΩObj) = 1− α (p(R) + p(V ) + p(B)) . (12)

The discount factor α ∈ [0, 1] models uncertainties of the scene
labeling result depending on weather conditions, for instance.

A representative result of the scene labeling procedure is
depicted in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 shows the result of perspective
mapping applied to the resulting evidence maps for grid
mapping.

III. FUSION OF LASER AND VIDEO DATA IN GRID MAPS

A. Perception Architecture

Figure 4 gives an overview on the perception architecture.
It is separated into an ego motion estimation module and a
grid mapping module. The ego motion module estimates the
pitch angle, speed, yaw rate, and course rate of the vehicle,
for instance. The grid mapping module uses the results of the
ego motion module and calculates two kind of grid maps: an
object grid map and an occupancy grid map. These grid maps
will be fused as explained below. The advantage of such a
system architecture is that single modules or sensors can be
exchanged or extended without replacing the whole system.

B. Relative Pitch Angle Estimation with Laser Data

As already mentioned, the flat world assumption often is
a poor approximation. The pitch angle θ of a vehicle is a
dynamic value and has strong influence on IPM. Therefore,
this work proposes to estimate the pitch angle of a vehicle
with laser data to improve the IPM process. The estimation
consists of a pitch angle measurement module and a Kalman
filter. Both are part of the ego motion estimation module (see
Fig. 4).

Many laser sensors detect reflections on the road surface in
some distance in front of the vehicle and classify them as road
reflections. Figure 5 shows an example of a vehicle with pitch
angle θ. The vehicle coordinate system VC is aligned with the
pitching vehicle. The rotation of this system about the rotation
center r by the negative pitch angle θ defines the leveled
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Fig. 4. Overview on the perception architecture for the presented grid
mapping system.

Fig. 5. Vehicle coordinate system VC (solid green) and balanced vehicle
coordinate system ṼC (dashed blue).

coordinate system ṼC, where the pitch angle θ is compensated.
The goal of the pitch angle measurement module is to estimate
the pitch angle given the position of the rotation center r in
vehicle coordinates and a number of laser reflections from the
road surface.

The approximation that the rotation center is located on the
road surface facilitates the pitch angle measurement module to
calculate the regression line of the laser points which origins
in the rotation center.

The ego motion module also applies a Kalman filter to
estimate the dynamic state of the pitch angle. Input to the
Kalman filter is the measured pitch angle θz as well as the
pitch rate θ̇z of the vehicle, measured by a gyroscope. The
output of the Kalman filter is the estimated pitch angle θ̂(t)
and the corresponding variance σ2

θ(t) for an arbitrarily given
point in time t.

C. Perspective Mapping with Pitch Angle Estimation

1) Perspective Mapping with Pitch Angle Consideration:
The inverse sensor model for the camera transfers object
information from a video image into the grid map. Consid-
ering a pitch angle θ of the vehicle, the perspective mapping
transformation (7) extends to

pPC = F(pVC, θ) = Γ
(

PCd

CC K · CC
VCK · VC

VCl
K · pVCl

)
. (13)



The transformation starts with the coordinates of a grid cell in
homogeneous levelled vehicle coordinates pVCl

= [x y z 1]T .
Here, the height above ground is still zero (z = 0). The trans-
formation matrix VC

VCl
K transforms a grid cell position from

homogeneous levelled vehicle coordinates into homogeneous
vehicle coordinates of the pitched vehicle. Given the position
of the rotation center r = [rx ry rz]

T in vehicle coordinates
and the pitch angle θ, VC

VCl
K is given by

VC
VCl

K=

cos(θ) 0 − sin(θ) −rx cos(θ) + rz sin(θ) + rx
0 1 0 0

sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) −rx sin(θ)− rz cos(θ) + rz
0 0 0 1

.
2) Unscented Transformation of Pitch Angle Variance for

Perspective Mapping: The inverse sensor model also considers
uncertainty of the pitch angle estimation. The estimated pitch
angle is assumed to be normally distributed with mean θ̂ and
standard deviation σθ. The non-linear transformation of the
uncertainty into the camera image bases on the unscented
transformation as applied to Kalman filters [23]. For every grid
cell the inverse sensor model transforms the position of the
grid cell itself together with two sigma points into a position
in distorted image coordinates pPC = [u v]T :

pPC,i = F(pVC, θi), (14)

with θ0 = θ̂, (15)

θ1 = θ̂ + σθ, (16)

θ2 = θ̂ − σθ. (17)

The three transformed points differ mainly in their row ui
within the camera image. The uncertainty in distorted image
coordinates is approximated as normally distributed with mean
û and variance σ2

u given by

û =
u0 + u1 + u2

3
, (18)

σ2
u =

1

2

2∑
i=0

(ui − û)2. (19)

In order to calculate a certain object mass m for the
corresponding grid cell, the inverse sensor model creates the
weighted sum of all masses in image pixels in the 3σu interval
according to the corresponding Gaussian distribution with
mean û and variance σ2

u. A constant uncertainty in the column
of the image models uncertainties originating from the roll
angle of the vehicle. Since the pitch angle of the vehicle is
not the only source of uncertainty, the inverse sensor model
increases the pitch angle variance provided by the Kalman filter
to some extent. Further sources for uncertainty are changes in
the slope of the road, for instance. Figure 6 shows the same
scene as in Fig. 3 with uncertainty consideration. BBA masses
for different object classes in one cell are mixed in an RGB
image. Black means that no information is available.

D. Avoiding Violations of the Flat World Assumption caused
by Objects

It is obvious that the flat world assumption is not valid
in areas where vehicles or other elevated objects are present.
Therefore, the inverse sensor model for the camera only

Fig. 6. Perspective mapping with uncertainty consideration.

Fig. 7. Avoiding violations of flat world assumptions caused by objects.

transforms pixels with a high evidence for road into the grid
map. Other pixels in the image are only considered in border
regions. Border regions are regions where the road ends with
increasing distance from the ego vehicle, and some other object
class (vehicle or background) begins. Figure 7 depicts an
example for the resulting object grid map.

E. Fusion of Occupancy and Object Information in Grid Maps

In the combined grid map, each cell may hold both
occupancy and object class information. Therefore, the state
of a grid cell consists of two different BBAs. The inverse



Fig. 8. Fusion of occupancy grid map and object grid map in the object
frame of discernment.

sensor model of the camera calculates values for the object
BBA mObj : 2ΩObj → [0, 1] and the inverse sensor model of
the laser scanner calculates values for the occupancy BBA
mOcc : 2ΩOcc → [0, 1].

The following dependencies exist between the occupancy
frame of discernment and the object frame of discernment:
- From vehicle follows occupied.
- From road follows free.
Which is equivalent to (through contraposition):
- From free follows road or background.
- From occupied follows vehicle or background.
Therefore, the transformation from the occupancy frame of
discernment into the object frame of discernment is given by

mObj({R,B}) = mOcc({F}), (20)
mObj({V,B}) = mOcc({O}), (21)
mObj(ΩObj) = mOcc(ΩOcc). (22)

The transformation from the object frame of discernment into
the occupancy frame of discernment is

mOcc(O) = mObj(V ), (23)
mOcc(F ) = mObj(R), (24)

mOcc(ΩOcc) = 1−mObj(V )−mObj(R). (25)

The combined BBA in each frame of discernment is deter-
mined by first transferring the BBA of the other frame of
discernment into the same frame of discernment and then
applying the Dempster-Shafer rule of combination (4). Figure 8
shows a fused grid map in the object frame of discernment.
The rear ends of both vehicles in the field of view (compare
video image in Fig. 1) are clearly visible in the combined
object grid map.

F. Comments on the Use of the Dempster-Shafer Combination
Rule

It is important to note that the Dempster-Shafer combi-
nation rule (4) considers both uncertainty measures of evi-
dence and logical reasoning. If a BBA m rules out a certain
hypothesis A, (in other words, the pignistic transformation
(5) vanishes, that is Pm(A) = 0), the combination with
another BBA will result in the exclusion of A as well.
This phenomenon lead to some confusion [24], [25]. Some
authors even suggested alternative combination rules in order
to avoid logical reasoning [26], [27]. However, the application
presented in this work explicitly makes use of the nature of
the Dempster-Shafer combination rule. Some remarks on how
to model evidences correctly embracing logical reasoning are
given in [28]. The meaning for the combination of grid maps
is that one grid map should not rule out a certain hypothesis,
if it is not absolutely certain. Notwithstanding the above, the
same results for creating and combining grid maps will be
achieved by Bayesian approaches, if uncertainties are modelled
appropriately [29].

G. Real-Time Approximations

In order to reduce the computational complexity of in-
ferring the object mass for each grid cell, the Gaussian
distribution introduced in Section III.C can be approximated
with a uniform distribution. Accesses to the probability maps
of the scene labeling algorithm are hence reduced to pixel
value accumulation within rectangular areas. This particular
operation can be sped up significantly by computation of the
integral image [30] of the evidence maps, which enables to
sum over arbitrary rectangles with a computational complexity
independent of the rectangle size [30].

IV. EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Setting

The evaluation sequence is a test drive on an urban and
rural road with a length of 5 km. The test vehicle was equipped
with an Ibeo Lux 4-layer laser sensor and a monocular grey-
value camera. It was also equipped with a highly precise
DGPS system. Each grid cell had a size of 0.15 m, the
estimated pitch angle uncertainty was 0.02 rad. The grid map
size was 90 × 90 meters with the vehicle in the middle,
so the maximum evaluated distance from the vehicle was
45 meters. The evaluation set-up utilized the integral image
approximation for computational complexity reduction. With
this approximation, it is possible to calculate the combined
grid map from one laser measurement and one camera image
with a desktop computer in less than 20 ms. A total number
of 650 samples were evaluated, each included a laser and a
camera measurement from the same time stamp t.

A second test vehicle (reference vehicle) was also equipped
with a highly precise DGPS system and drove in a distance
between 5 and 45 meters in front of the test vehicle. The
ground truth of the relative position of the second car in vehicle
coordinates was calculated by the relation of the two DGPS
systems. Figure 9 depicts the ground truth data of the second
test vehicle, represented by a transparent box.



B. Results

The camera-only object grid map as depicted in Fig. 7
contains a long-spread blending from road to vehicle. In
contrast, the combined map contains a sharp edge from road
to vehicle. In areas where the occupancy grid map provides a
high mass for free and the object grid map provides evidence
for road or vehicle, but nearly no evidence for background, the
combined grid map provides high evidence for road. In areas
where the occupancy grid map provides a high occupancy mass
and the object grid map provides evidence for road or vehicle,
the combined grid map results in high evidence for vehicle.
As a result, the rear edge of the reference vehicle is sharply
defined in the fused grid map and also contains high evidence
for vehicle.

Quantitative numbers of this phenomenon are presented in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The evaluation considers evidences of grid
cells in a certain rectangular region of interest (ROI) of size
12 m × 1 m, which is aligned to the reference vehicle. The
longitudinal center of the ROI is the rear end of the reference
vehicle (depicted as x-axis in Fig. 9). For each 10 cm interval
along the x-axis, the evaluation algorithm calculates the mass
m(A) for a certain hypothesis A averaged over all cells within
the ROI interval and all 650 frames.

Figure 10 depicts the averaged masses m(O) and m(F ) for
occupied O and free F of the occupancy grid map. All masses
for occupied are located within an interval of approximately
1 m. Figure 11 compares two object grid maps. The first object
grid map was created based on camera data and pitch angle
estimation as outlined in Section III but without fusion of the
occupancy grid map. The second object grid map additionally
transformed the occupancy grid map into the object frame of
discernment and fused both grid maps. The first grid map
(camera only) contains a slow transition of masses from road R
to vehicle V , which spreads over several meters. The combined
grid map changes masses much more abruptly at the rear end
of the reference vehicle, therefore the combination is superior
in terms of accuracy compared to the camera only object grid
map.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel method to create object
grid maps incorporating both video and laser range data. In
contrast to classical occupancy grid maps, object grid maps
contain information about classes of objects. This is important
information for tasks like autonomous navigation, since it leads
to new possibilities compared to occupancy grid maps. One
example is the separation of potentially moving objects and
stationary objects in the grid map. Object grid maps are usually
created with data from stereo or monocular cameras. Stereo
cameras are limited in their field of view and the perspective
mapping of objects from monocular cameras onto the ground
plane leads to severe spatial uncertainties.

The work proposed to estimate the vehicle’s pitch angle
through laser scanner reflections from the road surface. This
decreases the uncertainty of objects mapped from monocu-
lar camera images into object grid maps. Furthermore, this
paper presented a method to combine object grid maps with
occupancy grid maps applying the Dempster-Shafer rule of
combination. The resulting grid map contains valuable object
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Fig. 9. Ground truth data from a reference vehicle, represented by a
transparent box.
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Fig. 10. Averaged masses m in the occupancy grid map based on laser
measurements in longitudinal direction of the reference vehicle (x-axis in
Fig. 9). The hypotheses stand for occupied O and free F .

information and at the same time benefits from the precision of
the laser range data, that only affected occupancy grid maps so
far. In contrast to approaches where laser scanner reflections
are first transformed into the camera image in order to associate
range data with object information, the presented method can
easily be extended for fusion with other sensors like radar.

In future research, a more extensive evaluation must pro-
vide more details about the reliability and spatial precision of
object detections based on the presented object grid maps. Fur-
thermore, fusion of other sensors like radar or stereo cameras
will need to be examined. Finally, possible applications that
build upon object grid maps need to be investigated.
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